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Canon FA-SM2 photo paper A3+ White Smooth

Brand : Canon Product code: 1711C014

Product name : FA-SM2

- High image longevity
- Deep rich black reproduction
- Rich colour reproduction
Premium Fine Art Smooth, A3 Plus, 25 Sheets

Canon FA-SM2 photo paper A3+ White Smooth:

A professional high-quality A3+ fine art paper for Canon professional inkjet printers, providing images
with superior black density, precise tonality in dark areas and a wide colour gamut.

Canon Premium Fine Art Smooth A3+ paper is developed to produce a deep, rich black by fixing the
pigment close to the surface of the paper with its original coating method. Combined with genuine
Canon LUCIA PRO ink in which the ink formulation has been optimised, resulting prints are rich in colour
and black density. Thanks to the paper’s 100 percent cotton base, image longevity and high durability
are assured.
Canon FA-SM2. Finish type: Smooth, Media weight: 310 g/m², Print technology: Inkjet. Quantity per pack:
1 pc(s)

Features

Print technology Inkjet
Paper size A3+
Paper size 33x48 cm
Product colour White
Finish type * Smooth
Media weight * 310 g/m²

Features

Material Cotton
Best uses Photo
Sheets per pack 25 sheets

Compatible products PIXMA PRO-10S, imagePROGRAF
PRO-1000, imagePROGRAF PRO-300

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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